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Financial Accounting: An Integrated Statements ApproachSouth-Western College, 2006

	Duchac, Reeve, Warren provides an effective new approach to help accounting majors and business students learn and understand financial accounting. The text introduces an integrated financial statements framework that clearly illustrates the inter-relationships between the cash flow statement, income statement and the balance sheet. This...


		

Investment Analysis and Portfolio ManagementSouth-Western College, 2002

	The purpose of this book is to help you learn how to manage your money to derive the maximum benefit from what you earn. Mixing investment instruments and capital markets with the theoretical detail on evaluating investments and opportunities to satisfy risk-return objectives along with how investment practice and theory is influenced by...


		

Principles of EconomicsSouth-Western College, 2003

	In writing this textbook, Mankiw has tried to put himself in the position of someone seeing economics for the first time. The author's conversational writing style is superb for presenting the politics and science of economic theories to tomorrow's decision-makers. Because Mankiw wrote it for the students, the book stands out among...






		

Business Analysis and Valuation: Using Financial Statements, Text and CasesSouth-Western College, 1999

	This text is divided into separate learning parts that cover both the why and how of accounting. For use after the intermediate accounting course, this book supplies cases based on real world applications, appropriate for graduate students, professionals and high-level undergraduate accounting students. It may also be used in a capstone...


		

Financial Accounting: An Introduction to Concepts, Methods and Uses (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2009

	Ideal for graduate, MBA, and higher-level undergraduate programs, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: AN INTRODUCTION TO CONCEPTS, METHODS, AND USES presents both the basic concepts underlying financial statements and the terminology and methods that allows the reader to interpret, analyze, and evaluate actual corporate financial statements. Fully...


		

Fundamentals of Managerial Economics (with Economic Applications Access) (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2005

	The Eighth Edition of this market-leading text continues its tradition of providing a solid foundation of economic understanding for use in managerial decision making. It offers a practical treatment of economic theory and analysis in an intuitive, algebra-based format. Its focus is on presenting those aspects of economic theory and analysis...






		

Fundamentals of Financial ManagementSouth-Western College, 2003

	The market leader, Brigham/Houston continues to grow in reputation as the most effective approach for learning. It is also updated to reflect the latest in theory, research, real-world examples, and use of technology. The seamless, integrated ancillary package - done by the authors - is a hallmark of this package that makes course preparation...


		

Financial Reporting and Analysis: Using Financial Accounting InformationSouth-Western College, 2000

	USERS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS INCLUDE A

	company’s managers, stockholders, bondholders,

	security analysts, suppliers, lending

	institutions, employees, labor unions, regulatory

	authorities, and the general public. They use the

	financial reports to make decisions. For example,

	potential investors use the financial...

		

Spreadsheet Modeling & Decision Analysis (Book Only)South-Western College, 2010

	SPREADSHEET MODELING AND DECISION ANALYSIS, Sixth Edition, provides instruction in the most commonly used management science techniques and shows how these tools can be implemented using Microsoft Office Excel 2010.
...





		

Basic English Review (Business Communications)South-Western College, 2009

	Learn the basics of English--the easy way! This popular text takes a unique and time-proven approach to understanding the Fundamentals of English. The latest edition of BASIC ENGLISH REVIEW 9e has a strong one-column design making it an easier read. New features/activities are targeted toward Career. Soft skills, business dress, etiquette,...


		

Contemporary Mathematics for Business and ConsumersSouth-Western College, 2011

	Now you can help even your most uncertain students overcome math anxiety and confidently master key mathematical concepts and their business applications with Brechner's CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS AND CONSUMERS, 6E. This unique modular approach invites students into a successful, interactive learning experience with numerous...


		

Small Business Management: Entrepreneurship and BeyondSouth-Western College, 2011

	Small Business Management provides a balanced introduction to both entrepreneurship and small business management with a focus on achieving and maintaining a sustainable competitive advantage as a small organization. Current issues including global opportunities, service, quality and technology are highlighted throughout the text. The...
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